Tips for the Times
Leading through situations you have never faced before; we
are in awe of your strength and adaptability. As a thought
partner to you, we are here to keep you reflecting, learning
and inspired. Our outstanding team has shared some of
their Tips for the Times.

Tips for the Times #1
How can we maintain a sense of team and actually become
stronger when we are working remotely?
"Reduce employee concerns and confusion by sharing information with empathy
and optimism. Shift your leadership style to suit the current situation and rely
on leadership characteristics like collaboration, empowerment, trust,
adaptability and compassion to guide your communication." Teresa McCarthy
"Use this opportunity to reach out, be curious and show empathy by asking your
employees and peers how they are managing; what their challenges are and
how you can support them. Listen to their story and seek to understand how
they are experiencing these changes." Danya Norton
"There is a variety of options for two-way communication such as daily checkins, good morning texts (‘walking the virtual floor’), weekly all company
huddles, all-team video conference calls, sharing non-strategic experiences, and
weekly 1:1's via phone/video." Steve Axel
"Acknowledging the good in our lives is always helpful but this is especially true
in times of crisis and uncertainty. Help the team establish a tone of gratitude by
regularly looking at the positives at the end of a weekly meeting." Lisa Tesvich

Tips for the Times #2
What ideas can I implement to make times of change an
opportunity to build our corporate culture?
"Get creative! Have every employee think about gaining a new skill during this
time. That could be knitting, cooking, empathy, priority management… Create
an object that represents this new skill and when you all return to work, create
a new piece of art from all of the objects that were made by your employees. It
becomes a memorial of this time and all the positive that came out of it."
Gaylene Xanthopoulos
"Ask your employees: How do we emerge even better? What did we miss?
What did we learn? What did we take for granted? What do we value most?
What do we want to be different? Voila! You have an important boost to your
corporate culture that reflects a desired new norm." Deb Karstetter
"Reflect on the good outcomes that are happening to the culture during the
difficult times. What opportunities are being created? How can we capitalize on
those? How can we redirect in areas that are not going well? What do we want
to look like at the end of this?" Lisa Tesvich
"During team staff meetings choose a corporate value and discuss how team
members can exhibit and promote the value while working remotely. Ask the
team to share how that looks for them." Teresa McCarthy

Tips for the Times #3
How can I continue to learn while honoring shelter at
home or social distancing mandates?
"Be curious about something new. A few months ago, I was awestruck while
experiencing the DiVinci exhibition in London. In those times people had time to
daydream, play the flute, or sketch birds. This is our great pause…coming out
smarter is a choice." Camille Primm
"Conduct informational Zoom interviews with other professionals you admire or
would like to learn more about their leadership, sector expertise, or other areas
where you would like to expand your learning." Steve Axel
"The Leadership Edge virtual learning programs provide a collaborative &
interactive virtual environment via Zoom that closely replicates in-person group
learning. Dynamic interactions, relevant information, networking opportunities,
and no commutes, makes for a winning combination!" Deb Karstetter
"Jump on the web. There are unlimited free resources. Think about your last
performance review. What is something you committed to work on? Go to a
learning and development site of a trusted leader and seek resources that can
support your growth. Or think about someone you admire and the skill or trait
you admire most about them. Seize the opportunity to develop this in yourself,
whether that is patience, gratitude, speaking another language or parenting
skills." Gaylene Xanthopoulos

Tips for the Times #4
How can I balance my responsibilities at home while still
making progress on my professional and personal goals?
"Give up on the idea of perfection. These are uncommon times. Reflect upon
your values, commitments, priorities and personal well being and schedule your
time with these as your guide." Gaylene Xanthopoulos
"Start by confirming the expectations of all the people you rely on to achieve
your goals, which includes stakeholders at work and in your home." Teresa
McCarthy
"Schedule different days of the week for tasks, so you know things will get done
and you have the diversity of the week to break things up." Steve Axel
"Boundaries, boundaries, boundaries. Limit multi-tasking. If you
compartmentalize your tasks when possible, your focused time will help
productivity skyrocket. Baby steps." Camille Primm
"Pick the highest priority home responsibilities and focus there. Consciously set
aside things that aren’t critical to you. Emphasize a sense of team with the
others who live with you and enlist their agreement and help." Lisa Tesvich

Tips for the Times #5
How can I show up as the best manager, leader, or version
of myself during uncertain and stressful times?
"Everything you say and do is magnified during times of uncertainty. Pay
particular attention to your body language, the words you use, and go back to
Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly Successful Managers by ’thinking with the
end in mind.’ Once you know what you want to achieve, ensure that every
interaction and decision is aligned with your overall outcome." Steve Axel
"Be curious and seek to understand before jumping to conclusions. Nobody is
their best self while under stress. Lead with honesty and vulnerability to show
your team that you're there for them. These are challenging times, and
everyone is facing a different reality." Danya Norton
"Times of uncertainty are uncomfortable. Leaders don’t have to have all the
answers. Give yourself a break and pat yourself on the back for what you are
doing!" Lisa Tesvich
"Show up with authenticity! During uncharted times, you can inspire your team
to take a journey with intent through planning, communication, and resilience."
Camille Primm

